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Geographical setting

The Matmata Plateau in southern Tunisia is a midCretaceous limestone plateau also called the Dahar highlands
which lies at an elevation between 400 and 700 m a.s.l.. The
plateau is located at the extreme northern margin of the Sahara, between the Gulf of Gabès to the east and the Grand
Erg Oriental to the west (Fig. 1). On the plateau, several large
basins filled up with sandy loess are situated around the villages of Matmata and Techine (Coudé-Gaussen and Rognon,
1986). Two of these basins, named the Matmata basin (MB)
and Techine basin (TB), host the loess–paleosol sequences
(LPS) studied here. Because the loess sediments are highly
dissected and feature extremely steep slopes, the profiles are
easily accessible.

2

Methods

Most of the work was carried out during several field trips.
After a long-lasting prospection phase, during which we
opened as many profiles as possible, we decided to select
the nine most representative LPS for detailed geochemical
and granulometric analyses and dating (Fig. 2). Archeological investigations were actually never planned, but we always kept an eye out for potentially interesting findings.
The chronological framework is ongoing work by the means
of optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) and infraredradiofluorescence (IR-RF) dating (OSL – Huntley et al.,
1985; IR-RF – Trautmann et al., 1998, 1999; Frouin et al.,
2017) as a joint effort of four different laboratories located
at the University of Bayreuth (Germany), the Max Planck In-
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Figure 1. Location of the study area and the investigated profiles (source: © Google maps).

Figure 2. Profile compilation of the Matmata loess region (southern Tunisia) supported by a model of Caude-Gaussen and Rognon (1988).

In TB-1 and MT-02 we found artifacts of the African Middle Stone Age in an open-site setting. The luminescence age estimates should be
understood as preliminary; changes are possible.
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Figure 4. Stone artifact in its position found in TB-1 on a paleosol.

Figure 3. Selection of artifacts from the TB-1 profile.

stitute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig (Germany),
the Université Bordeaux Montaigne (France) and the University of Freiburg (Germany).
3

First results

The original aim of the project was the reconstruction of paleoenvironmental conditions during loess sedimentation and
soil formation phases. In this short communication, however,
we focus on lithic artifacts found by chance during fieldwork. The chronology is still preliminary and allows only
a rough temporal framework. However, our still-ongoing luminescence dating indicates that the lithic artifacts can be
attributed to the marine isotope stage (MIS) 6 or older. Stone
artifacts made of fine-grained flint (Fig. 3) were found on
top of a paleosol in two locations (Fig. 4; for orientation
see Fig. 2; TB-1 is 33.48162◦ N, 10.00782◦ E, and MT-02
is 33.51820◦ N, 9.99644◦ E). Combining both locations, the
collection comprises 23 unretouched complete flakes larger
than 2 cm, which are cortical, partially cortical and noncortical. We also found stone artifacts in a couple of other sections
(20 complete flakes and flake fragments), albeit without exact stratigraphic context (the artifacts were washed out and
transported downslope). The location of the artifacts found
on paleosols is shown in Fig. 2. The age attribution has to
https://doi.org/10.5194/egqsj-69-55-2020

be corroborated by further luminescence dating efforts, but
even the possible minimum chronological placement in MIS
6 renders these findings the oldest stone tools ever found
in Tunisia (see Aouadi-Abdeljaouad and Belhouchet, 2017).
Currently, the oldest reported Middle Stone Age deposits in
Tunisia originate from Oued El Akarit, about 30 km north of
Gabès, dated to around 80 ka (thermoluminescence on flint
artifacts; Reyss et al., 2007). Ages older than this are also
presented in Reyss et al. (2007) but highly questioned due
to severe dosimetric problems. In a subsequent publication,
we plan to provide more detailed contextual information on
the as yet provisional chronology presented here. Nevertheless, our preliminary findings suggest that the Matmata loess
region as an extraordinary sedimentary archive could potentially play a major role in reconstructing past environmental
conditions of human mobility and survival in central northern
Africa in this period.

4

Outlook

Our multinational project enriches the reconstruction of paleoenvironmental conditions in central northern Africa with
a further aspect. The number of artifacts found suggests the
presence of humans in this region during the more humid
soil formation phases. The next step will be to increase the
sample size of archeological material during future fieldwork
seasons.
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